
Ecological value of land: %
Use stage energy cost for public buildings: 6,48 €/m2/year 
Share of renewable energy on total final thermal energy consumption: 60% 
Total GHG Emissions from energy used: 8,65 kg CO2 eq./m2/year
Consumption of water for residential population: 23,725 m3/occupant/year 
Ambient (outdoor) air quality with respect to particulates: 14 days/year
Quality of pedestrian and bicycle network: 224,47 m/100 inhabitants 
Community involvement in urban planning activities: Level 2

State: Italy
Region: Friuli Venezia Giulia Regione
City: Villesse
Size: 12.616 m²
Inhabitants: 150 inhabitants
Project by population: Area in cities under 10.000 inhabitants
Sort of project: Area under a planned or project phase retrofitting

Villaggio Bioecologico Borgo Ghersiach
Friuli Venezia Giulia Regione, Italy

Description: Urbanisation of the area; transformation of a degraded and abandoned area into a 
sustainable residential zone, green architecture; preservation of sustainable mobility; protection of solar 
access; preservation of ground water

Vision: Urban upgrade; offer low-cost building areas; increase residential population; public supervision 
on building process; offer practicable solutions for urban planning and building issues; considering impact 
on ecology and health; increase community spaces; develop a net of pedestrian paths; shared interest of 
public and private 

Unique specifity: Green architecture; thermal insulation; maximization of energy efficiency; 
harmlessness of materials; ensuring absence of magnetic and electrical fields within resting places; 
radiant heating; solar greenhouses, harvesting sunlight during wintertime while offering extra green 
spaces to residents; rainfall harvesting

Challenges: Adding value to original pieces of architecture; connection between the original town 
nucleus and the new urban areas; stonewall as enclosing element for urban area; housing market crisis 
determined a big construction’s delay

Solutions: Building playgrounds; private green areas; bicycle and motor scooter parking mandatory; 
water permeability in private gardens and public areas; solar access, Pedestrian and cycling zones; very 
good thermal insulation; reduce electro-magnetic fields; use of renewable energy; water efficient tabs

Lessons learned: Villesse had a conference entitled “Planning, Territory, Environmental preservation and 
health” debating on best practice on national level

Efforts: Urban planning activities to protect human health and minimize soil consumption; achieve 
purpose in already built areas and leave untouched the agricultural ones

Target group: Local administration; urban planning professionals, urban executives 

Financing: private stakeholders; public investment: 0 Euro; private investment: 9.000.000 Euro 

Success: project results are very useful for revising of Urban Regional Legislation

Future perspective / Recommendations: Give the neighborhood new impulse; meetings with technical 
authorities in order to apprehend potential problems; suggest proper solutions and restart the building 
process 


